Axway Amplify Product Privacy Notice for the integrated component Cloud Elements Provisioning Service (CEPS)

Please read this Privacy Notice carefully to understand Axway policies and practices regarding how personal data may be collected and processed through Cloud Elements Provisioning Service (CEPS), and how the product processes that data.

The Cloud Elements Provisioning Service (CEPS) creates a new account on Cloud Elements, a 3rd party vendor product, when a user initiates a trial on platform.axway.com. This allows every new user to have trial access to rebranded Cloud Elements service inside the Axway AMPLIFY Platform.

This privacy notice covers the component as integrated in the Amplify platform.

SCOPE OF THIS PRODUCT PRIVACY NOTICE

This Privacy Notice applies solely to processing of personal data through CEPS, when you use the product.

Unless otherwise specified, this Privacy Notice does not apply to any other information processed in any other way (whether online or offline).


NO PERSONAL DATA PROCESSED

There is no personal data processing through CEPS itself, even though personal data is processed through other components of your AMPLIFY platform, please refer to the corresponding Product Privacy Notice for personal data processing in other AMPLIFY components.

The product does not store personal user data. The files transferred by this product are created by customers, Axway has no control on content or storage of the files, this is up to the customer.

CHANGES TO THIS PRODUCT PRIVACY NOTICE

Axway will review and update this Privacy Notice periodically and will note the date of its most recent revision above. If we make material changes to this Privacy Notice, we will notify you either by prominently posting a notice of such changes prior to implementing the changes or by directly sending you a notification. We encourage you to review this Privacy Notice frequently to be informed of how Axway is collecting, using, retaining, protecting, disclosing, and transferring your information.